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MONTISOLA 

 

 

ALL YEAR ROUND: 

 

 1) Departure at 9:00/9:15, on our way back at 16:00/16:30 

 2) Departure at 14:30/14:45, on our way back at 22:00 
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PROGRAMME: 

 

Transfer with a Mercedes Sprinter from the meeting point to the ferry dock to get to Monte Isola. The isle 
has got lot of places to discover and visit, as well as delicious local products. 

Depending on the chosen time of departure, these are the two possible options: 

 1) Tour of the entire isle following its main scenic route which is 8 Kilometers long, paved but not busy — 
actually, just shuttle busses and mopeds are allowed on Mont Isola. The isle is really amazing. 2) Trail for 
sportspeople to discover Montisola’s medieval areas or, if you’d like to have a longer walk, it’s even possible 
to reach the isle’s top where there is the Sanctuary of Madonna of the Ceriola 
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2) Trail for sportspeople to discover Montisola’s medieval areas or, if you’d like to have a longer walk, it’s 
even possible to reach the isle’s top where there is the Sanctuary of Madonna della Ceriola. Depending on 
the departure time and upon request, it’s possible to stop for lunch or dinner. On Monte Isola there are lot 
of picnic areas, great restaurants as well as cafes, in case you’d rather eat and drink in a more casual 
atmosphere — such as local cheeses, cold cuts and wines from Franciacorta. Later we’ll take the ferry again 
and the minibus will take you back to the meeting point or to your hotels. 
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